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At  8am on the morning of our LASC trip I had arranged for a chimney sweep to visit my house to clean our 

chimney. From this day I will always hold men of this profession with the highest regard for what they say 

about chimney sweeps and good luck rubbing off (chim chimney chim chimney and all that) is quite obviously 

patently true, as I’m sure you’ll agree when you read this. 

 

During discussions about what time we would need to arrive in Cheltenham in order to have time to eat and 

stage door, we had decided on earlier and earlier trains, much to the consternation of our OH’s (‘How long 

does it take to watch a matinee??’) 

 

We arrived in plenty of time, so we thought - had a quick check out of ‘the alleyway',  which caused me to 

hyperventilate and cover my face with my scarf, shaking my head and saying ‘ I cannot go down there with 

him!’. It just seemed such a concealed space, and the thought of waiting there and seeing Lee approach with 

nowhere for me to bolt was a little overwhelming (Remember this fact) We did the customary photo shoot 

with us next to the posters of Lee outside the theatre and then, seeing that we had so much time to kill, we 

decided to get something to eat. 

 

So the three of us (Me, Alex, Mel) settled ourselves in the nearest establishment just a few hundred yards 

across the road from the theatre. Alex, who is always in charge of logistics and movement on these trips, 

searched us out a table where ' We ’ll be able to see him if he goes past’. I replied ‘Yeah right, because what 

are we going to do if do see him, chase after him or something?’ and we laughed.  

 

Alex elegantly slid onto the preposterously high stools she had chosen , whilst Mel and I, not being built like 

grass-hoppers, attempted to leap frog up onto them , our legs dangling several feet from the floor ( remember 

this point). We were sat in the middle of the room, with tables in front of us about 4 deep to the window and 

then the patio area in front of that, before the street outside. 

 

We ate lunch in relative calm, with just the occasional nervous laugh or strange high-pitched noise of 

excitement escaping from one of us (who could that be??). I was determined that today I would be in control - 

no crashing into pianos or falling up steps in the bar as I had done at the Adelphi.  Today, I was going to be 

composed. (Remember this point) 

 

At regular intervals one of us would feel the need to remind us what was happening ‘Oh my God, we are 

seeing Lee today!’, just in case it had somehow slipped our mind. 

On numerous occasions Alex said ‘You wouldn’t believe how many curly haired guys are walking past , or 

people with beanies’ and we would all look out of the window and imagine him actually being there. 

 

There was still a long time till the show, but we had eaten and drunk and sighed and swooned and done all 

sorts of things and Alex casually said ‘Right then Ladies, time for a bit of lippy and then we’ll make our way to 

the stage door, shall we?’ 

‘I think we should' I said, feeling a big rush of excited anticipation and preparing myself for yet another long 

wait in the freezing cold for a 2 second glimpse of Lee. 



 

And then Alex said, with no change to her tone of voice whatsoever ‘Who’s that walking past?’ and she 

pointed out through the window. 

 

Thinking it must be someone she had met off the forum, I nonchalantly turned to see, not really all that 

interested. But Alex’s Mead-radar (which has never let us down yet) must have been cranked up to super-

sensitive because there, across all the tables, across the patio, in amongst all the Saturday –morning 

shoppers, walking on the street directly opposite where we were sitting, was Lee! How she spotted him I will 

never know.  

And it was only 12:15! 

He was striding purposefully along, that kind of ‘bounce-dip’ stride we saw in The Winner's Story, pulling his 

suitcase behind him. I could only really see his head, but his hair stood out like a beacon to me, and I felt my 

heart fall right out of the bottom of my shoes, leap up through my mouth and go pinging around the room. 

 

It was at this point that my brain appeared to split into two: 'Rational brain' and 'Meadmushed brain', and I 

will let you hear the conversations I had with both. 

 

Meadmushed brain:  'LEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE! Go Go Go!!' 

 

In 0.0002 seconds I fairly leapt from the high stool sideways and screeched ‘Its him!!’, simultaneously 

grabbing my bag, which caught on the stool, making it rock backwards and forwards before returning to its 

spot with a loud crash.  

And then I ran. No time for casual galloping, this was a frantic skitter across the wooden floor in my high 

heels. I heard Mel say ‘Have we paid?’ 

Meadmushed brain thought ‘We can come back! Just Go Go Gooooooooooooooo!’ 

Rational brain thought ‘Oh my god, you’re going to be arrested for doing a runner and your only defense will 

be having some weird crush on Lee Mead’ (it subsequently turned out we had already settled the bill) 

 

I reached the door, turned round and saw that Mel and Alex were still rooted to the spot. Still in their chairs 

I ran back and shouted ‘It’s him! It’s Himmmmmmmmmmm! What are you doing??’. 

I was vaguely aware that I was causing a commotion and heard a woman say ‘That lady just fell off her chair!’ 

 

Alex gestured and said ‘Just go, go!’ and she stood up (without crashing her chair) 

Mel and I ran, ran for our lives from the wine bar out into the street. I got to the patio and realized I didn’t 

have my coat. I turned back, almost crashed into Mel and manically shouted 'Have you got my coat? Have you 

got my coat?' 

She didn’t. 

Meadmushed brain: ‘It's only a coat, you can buy another’ 

Rational brain: ‘You have 'Wicked' tickets to buy and cannot afford to waste money on another coat’ 

I ran back in and reached Alex ‘Have you got my coat??’ I was by now reaching desperation point, knowing 

that Lee was out there striding away from us with every second that passed. 

 

‘Yes, now go!’ 

I wonder now why she herself wasn’t running, but I think she may have been in shock. 

 

Now let me tell you this. By the time I got out for the third time he had disappeared. The thought of missing 



him when he had been so close to us was disastrous! I was running at the speed of an Olympic sprinter 

wearing 8 inch heeled boots with a bag falling off her shoulder. And I think I was laughing. And saying 

‘Oh!.....Oh!’’ a lot. 

 

Mel was doing well behind me and we were both frantically scanning the street, this way, that way. Had he 

gone down the alley? Through the theatre doors? Carried on past the theatre? 

 

I heard two ladies walk by giggling and saying ‘That was Lee Mead’ and I had the strongest desire to run up 

and shake them, screaming ‘Which way did he go?', but my feet carried on and past them. 

 

Rational brain: ‘This is not good. You must not harass him. You must not act like a deranged stalker.  You 

cannot run after him like this.’ 

Mead mushed brain: ‘Shut uppppppppppppppppppp!’ 

 

Rational brain: ‘What exactly am I going to do? What exactly is the plan here?’ 

Meadmushed brain: 'If you don’t spot him in 5 seconds you are going to shout ‘Lee’ at the top of your voice, 

and, if needs be, run down that alleyway and hammer on the stage door’ (I’m not sure what happened to ‘I 

can’t go down there’) 

 

Suddenly we were at the entrance to the alley way, and glory be he was there! Signing for a lady who quite 

possibly saved the day for us. I literally skidded to a halt, puffing unglamorously, with Mel skidding in behind 

me. I have a bad feeling that we may have been making some unsavory, manic noises. 

 

At this point I didn’t know what to do with myself. It was him! Him, him, him!! 

Bizarrely I decided to throw down my bag and flatten myself against the wall opposite him, thinking that he 

wouldn’t be able to see me. Mel also threw down her bag and her coat and we both stood there like morons. 

 

He was so beautiful. Truly. 

Whilst Mel apparently did an in-depth study of his suitcase, I took him all in. 

His hair was absolutely gorgeous, the best I have ever seen it. Perfectly curled with little ringlets and waves all 

over the place - and he kept touching it. Running his fingers through it and over it, and tweaking little strands. 

His skin was pale, pale, pale with dark stubble contrasting against it. Black coat and scarf done up tight 

against the cold. Dark jeans and beautiful boots, which kept shuffling softly against the floor as he moved. 

 

He finished talking to the lady who had stopped him, and picked up his suitcase. I thought he was going to 

leave, and neither my rational brain or my meadmushed brain could think of anything to say or do to prevent 

this. I was weak in his presence.  

But he came over to us and said ' Hi guys, how are you?’ 

 

At this point the three of us gabbled such stuff and nonsense that the poor guy must have thought we had 

escaped from somewhere.  

I said ‘You’re early Lee’ and he said ‘I’m early? Am I?’ (Note to self: Lee does not realize that we study his 

every movement in minute detail) 

And I said ‘Are you trying to avoid us?’ and he laughed.  (Note to self: this probably made him think ‘Why 

would I need to avoid you, are you some kind of psycho?') 

 

Alex told him we had missed him this last year, and Mel and I reinforced that. (Note to self: overenthusiastic 



nodding and repeated gabbling of 'Oh yes, we have, we’ve missed you so much, we’ve really missed you’ is 

not cool) 

I congratulated him on Wicked and said we were very excited about it and he said he was too. 

 

He asked us if we’ve seen the show before and told us it was very funny. He signed for Mel, and then Alex 

asked if he’d mind us taking some photos. ‘Of course not’ he said and posed happily, rubbing his hands and 

saying ‘It's very cold’. I incredibly wittily replied ‘It IS cold’ (which of course explains why Mel and I have wildly 

abandoned our coats on the floor, Lee, when you are all snugly wrapped up!) 

 

Mel and I nestled in beside him and I felt his arm around my back. It felt natural to put mine around him too, 

but his bag was on his back and when I touched it, it made me jump so I hurriedly put my hands down by my 

side again. Then he picked up his suitcase and trundled off with a ‘Hope you enjoy the show.’ 

 

We watched him go in, and I hope we waited long enough for him to be out of earshot before we dissolved 

into mass hysteria, hyperventilation, and a hundred ‘oh my gods’.  

 

It was not the stage door event we had envisaged, but it was a fabulous start to our Lee day. 

 

Go book your lucky chimney sweeps, ladies!! 

Oh I've just remembered something else that made me laugh! In the wine bar both Alex and I ordered a fish 

finger sandwich for lunch. A 'hand battered fillet of cod served in whole meal bread' no less. 

 

At the entrance to the alleyway, as I attempted to dissolve myself into the wall so that Lee could not see that I 

was openly gawping at him, a sudden thought flashed into my brain(s)! 

 

'Fish? Fish??? I might be about to speak to the Lee Mead and I'm stinking of FISH?  What on earth possessed 

me to order fish of all things?!!' 

 

When he subsequently came over to chat I was thinking 'Don't breathe on him. DO NOT BREATHE ON HIM!!' 

 

And then when Alex suggested a photo, what was running inside my head along with the ever-present mantra 

of 'oh-my-god-oh-my-god-oh-my-god!' was the sublime thought of me having fishy breath! 

 

Note to self: opt for the least offensive item on the menu next time! 


